masked or canceled out by variation
in the other parameters.
For these and other reasons, the AOA
indicator can be used as an additional
means to check for large errors in weight
or configuration, but it should not be
used as a substitute for current procedures to establish approach speeds and
verify configurations. To determine the
approach speed based solely on placing
AOA in the green band can cause situations of excessively high or low approach
speeds, depending on a variety of
circumstances.

AOA has been used
as a primary performance
parameter for years on some
military aircraft, particularly
on fighters. There are many
good reasons for this.

In general, fighters operate
more often at the extremes of the
envelope, often flying at maximum
lift for minimum radius turns. For
other applications, AOA minimizes
the pilot (usually single-place)

workload by giving a simple target
to fly. AOA is accurate enough for
these applications. In addition, the
higher sweep and lower aspect
ratio of the wing reduce the sensitivity to AOA errors.

AOA has proved particularly
useful for approach to aircraft
carriers, where it is important to
maintain a consistent approach
attitude for each landing. In this
case, “backside” approach

techniques are used, where
glide path is controlled primarily
by changes in thrust while the
aircraft is held at a fixed AOA.
Use of this technique during
approach on commercial jet

MILITARY
APPLICATIONS

SUMMARY
AOA is a long-standing subject that
is broadly known but one for which
the details are not broadly understood.
While AOA is a very useful and
important parameter in some instances,
it is not useful and is potentially
misleading in others.
■

The relationship between AOA
and airplane lift and performance
is complex, depending on many
factors, such as airplane configuration, Mach number, thrust, and CG.

■

AOA information is most important when approaching stall.

■

AOA is not accurate enough
to be used to optimize cruise
performance. Mach number is the
critical parameter.

■

AOA information currently is
displayed on Boeing flight decks.
The information is used to drive
the PLI and speed tape displays.

■

An independent AOA indicator is
being offered as an option for the
737, 767-400, and 777 airplanes.
The AOA indicator can be used to
assist with unreliable airspeed
indications as a result of blocked
pitot or static ports and may
provide additional situation and
configuration awareness to the
flight crew.
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airplanes would be contrary to
the pitch commands provided
by the flight director bars, and
to the speed hold mode of the
autothrottle, which is often
used during approach.

